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Examrace

Competitive Exams Examrace Essay Contest
Get unlimited access to the best preparation resource for UGC : Get detailed illustrated
notes covering entire syllabus: point-by-point for high retention.
Examrace announces the essay contest once every two months: Your success is our motive…
Win the race of exam with EXAMRACE
We are glad to announce the essay contest for our readers. You can choose any one of the
topics from below and the best essay will be published on our website with the name of the
winners. Remaining all the essays received will be correct by set of experts and analysts and
mailed back to you at the respective emails. So don't miss this golden chance. Submit your
essay today____
This month's topic to be released soon!
Please submit your essay as follows:
First Name:
Last name:
Age:
Current Education:
Email:
Essay Title:
Essay:

Rules for Participation in Essay Contest
1. One participant can write on only one topic.
2. Word limit is 300 − 700 words.
3. Independent ideas will be appreciated.
4. Send the essay either as a. Doc file or copy and paste directly to contactus@examrace.com.
5. Give a brief introduction about yourselves, if you want it to get published in case you are a
winner on the website.
6. All essays should be sent by submitting in the information correctly.
7. Participant must be in the age group 16 − 30 years.
8. Participant must mention the Name, Age, Email and Current Education in the message.
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9. Only those who abide by the set rules will qualify for the contest.
10. Examrace holds the sole right to disqualify any essay or the contest with a reason.

Previous Winners of Examrace Essay Contests
Results of the Essay Contest: June 2009: Examrace proudly announces the result of the Essay
Competition for June 2009. We are overwhelmed by the responses received from the
aspirants. But many of the participants have copied and pasted the information from internet,
harming no one but themselves when they have a chance to use their own creativity.
First Winner: Rajashekara N.
Results of the Essay Contest: Apr. 2009: Examrace proudly announces the result of the Essay
Competition for Apr. 2009. We are overwhelmed by the responses received from the aspirants.
First Winner: Arti Singh
Results of the Essay Contest: Feb. 2009:
First Winner: Navin Kumar
Second Winner: Vipul Pandey
Third Winner: Robin Gupta
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